
2.2

2.3

6.1
8.2

9.1

6.1.1  Describe a simple 

musical example using basic 

music vocabulary/terminology.

7.2.2  Construct a written 

evaluation of one's own 

performance using appropriate 

vocabulary/terminology.

8.2.1  Understand basic 

relationships between music 

and other academic disciplines.

9.1.2  List historical periods as 

related to selected music 

examples.

6.1  Describe music using 

vocabulary/terminology 

appropriate to experience level.

7.2  Evaluate one's own 

performance verbal or written 

based on selected criteria and 

using appropriate 

vocabulary/terminology.

8.2  Compare the relationship 

between music and other arts 

disciplines.

9.1  Name a historical period 

as related to music studied.

5.1  Demonstrate an 

understanding of notation 

through performance.

Concert repertoire assessment

Concert performance 

evaluation

2.3  Play with correct posture, 

hand position and instrument 

carriage.  Play with bow 

control appropriate to 

experience level.

2.3.2  Demonstrate a 

fundamental knowledge of 

breathing, bowing, fingering 

and articulation.

5.1.2  Recognize and apply 

standard notation symbols for 

dynamics, tempo, articulation, 

and expression.

Course Level Expectations:

Course : Strings 6th Grade  4th Nine Weeks Instructional Guide
Unit 17 :  Concert Repertoire Preparation Estimated Time: 4 weeks

Demonstrate fundamental technique on one's instrument.

Describe musical examples using appropriate vocabulary/terminology.

Compare ways in which the subject matter of other disciplines is interrelated with those of music.

Recognize and describe distinguishing characteristics of music from various historical periods.

Demonstrate continuing tonal development and an understanding of a characteristic tone quality.

Why is it important to listen to performances?

Social studies

Cut time (Alla Breve)

Conducting simple meters & 6/8 compound meter

Why is every musician an important part of the performance?

What do we learn by listening to other groups perform?

Essential Questions:

Prerequisite Skills:

Alfred's Essentials of Music 

Theory

Math

Physical Education

2.2  Produce a fundamental 

tone that is characteristic of the 

instrument.

2.2.1  Produce a fundamental 

tone.

2.3.1  Demonstrate correct 

posture, proper hand position, 

and instrument carriage.

Orchestra Expressions 

Teacher's Resource Kit

Essential Elements 2000 Bk. 2

Performance Indicators - 

through teacher observation -

Unit Vocabulary: Concert etiquette

Checks for 

Understanding

Student Performance 

Indicators Assessments
Instructional 

Resources
Connections


